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**ABSTRACT**

The chaos and interconnected messes of the contemporary operating environment has increased the fog and friction in which strategic leaders must think and devise strategies. Today’s ever increasing wicked problems have resulted in a search, by strategic leaders, for the ideal thinking model to organize, frame and ensure relevancy of thought to meet the envisioned ends. A recent model, proposed as a means of thinking and adopted by the United States Army War College frames and assists strategic leaders in applying thinking skills. It fails, however, to identify systems thinking as a foundational strategic leader conceptual competency, which would provide the required framework in order to make decisions in the future. A new model has been proposed that specifically addresses this shortfall. It provides clarity of thinking to strategic leaders and is already evident in two ways of decision making: Soft Systems Methodology and the US Army’s Design. The result is a holistic understanding of the volatile, uncertain, complex and ambiguous environment which facilities quality strategic leadership thinking when devising strategies and that (can/will) benefit the entire organization.
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The chaos and interconnected messes of the contemporary operating environment has increased the fog and friction in which strategic leaders must think and devise strategies. Today’s ever increasing wicked problems have resulted in a search, by strategic leaders, for the ideal thinking model to organize, frame and ensure relevancy of thought to meet the envisioned ends. A recent model, proposed as a means of thinking and adopted by the United States Army War College frames and assists strategic leaders in applying thinking skills. It fails, however, to identify systems thinking as a foundational strategic leader conceptual competency, which would provide the required framework in order to make decisions in the future. A new model has been proposed that specifically addresses this shortfall. It provides clarity of thinking to strategic leaders and is already evident in two ways of decision making; Soft Systems Methodology and the US Army’s Design. The result is a holistic understanding of the volatile, uncertain, complex and ambiguous environment which facilities quality strategic leadership thinking when devising strategies and that (can/will) benefit the entire organization.
The tools and ideas presented in this [paper] are for destroying the illusion that the world is created of separated, unrelated forces. When we give up this illusion – we can then build “learning organizations.”

—Peter Senge

Simply wicked is an uncomplicated way to describe the Current Operating Environment (COE). Yet for strategic leaders the COE is anything but uncomplicated; it is volatile, uncertain, complex and ambiguous (VUCA). Strategic leaders are faced with intractable problems that have no straightforward solutions. These problems are composed of interrelated dilemmas with multiple levels of associated factors in society, economy and governance. Furthermore, these social messes are more than problems; they are ambiguous, uncertain, illogical and are interconnected (systems of systems) depending on a given point of view. Social messes exhibit the friction of people interacting with evolving technology on a global scale that has increased the fog in which strategic leaders must think and devise strategies, represented in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: The COE for Strategic Leaders](image.png)
Today, “too many people rush to solutions, and as a result they end up solving the wrong problem.” In this tough time where organizational and social systems may reach tipping points of extreme challenge, leaders need to embrace new opportunities and skills, all of which will be amplified by connectivity, in order to cut through the chaos. Furthermore, the future COE will continue being complex, as stated in Joint Force Command’s 2010 Joint Operating Environment (JOE):

…trends and trajectories of the future will be non-linear… and might enhance or erode the power of a specific state or the overall state system of relations relative to non-state actors, and/or contribute to the emergence or suppression of global networks or ideologies that transcend the international system.

These systems will be loaded with contradictions and messes and will naturally lead to confusion. Thus, it makes a clearer, stronger point to not use this word at all, or to use it, instead as: “Leaders will, thus, have to continue…..”), leaders will have to continue to utilize furnished “intellectual [thinking] tools that bolster leaders against stress, friction, and fog.” They will have to combine the wisdom of the past with a vision for the future in order to navigate strategic problems and see the opportunities hidden within.

This paper concentrates on systems thinking as a foundational art in strategic thinking. It proposes that systems thinking is a practice of thinking that allows strategic leaders to holistically appreciate and interpret the chaos and complexity of a given environment by recognizing the cause and effect relationships of its respective actors. Furthermore, the paper suggests systems thinking should be incorporated into strategic integrative thinking skills as a key element to understanding the COE. This paper defines the chaotic nature of the COE that the strategic thinker must overcome in order
to meet the ends. It proposes that the current means, strategic thinking frameworks, do not incorporate systems thinking as a foundational competency and proposes a new holistic framework. Lastly, it suggests that systems thinking is already incorporated as a foundational competency in the ways, decision making frameworks, of Soft Systems Methodology (SSM) and the Army’s methodology of campaign design.

The Theory

Strategic leaders face a COE that is “always in a greater or lesser state of dynamic instability or chaos.”15 To deal with problems in the COE, strategists think conceptually and pragmatically with the assistance of chaos and complex systems theory. Chaos theory is defined as the study of non-linear dynamics. Complex systems theory is the study of complex adaptive systems whose parts can evolve and adapt to a changing environment. Both offer a perspective about the COE that consists of “conditions, relationships, trends, issues, threats, opportunities, interactions, and effects that influence the success of the state in the relation to the physical world, other states and actors, chance and the possible futures.”16 This is opposed to a direct and simplistic cause and effect linear model which the great Prussian military theorist General Carl von Clausewitz recognized when he spoke about war being an inherently complex, non-linear occurrence:

War is not an exercise of the will directed at inanimate matter, as is the case with the mechanical arts, or at matter which animate but passive and yielding, as is the case with the human mind and emotions in the fine arts. In war, the will is directed at an animate object that reacts. We therefore conclude that war does not belong in the realm of arts and sciences; rather it is part of man’s social existence.17

Thus, the social nature of human activity surrounding the conduct of war can rarely be solved, instead it must be understood.18 So, today in order to account for the complex
and chaotic nature of the COE, strategists seek a holistic strategy that will enable them to intuitively and analytically understand the various elements and the actors that exist in “multicausal situations, unintended consequences, circumstances ripe for change, the roles of feedback and self-fulfilling expectations and other abnormalities.”\(^{19}\) This search for a strategy that will provide an understanding of the COE is ever more important as the majority of problems today have transformed from tame to wicked problems.

The Ends

The friction and fog of today’s COE has resulted in tame problems becoming wicked problems which cannot automatically be solved. The original theory of tame and wicked problems was authored by Jeff Conklin in his book *Dialogue Mapping: Building Understanding of Wicked Problems* which centered on a new way to create shared understanding. He stated tame problems are well defined with a definite end state. Further, the solutions to tame problems could be objectively tried and abandoned as it had a limited set of alternative solutions.\(^{20}\) Conversely, wicked problems are unique problems that are characterized as a symptom of another problem that has no definitive formation or stopping rule.\(^{21}\) Examples of wicked problems are global climate change, international drug trafficking, homeland security, and terrorism.\(^{22}\) Thus, in order to solve a wicked problem a shared understanding and commitment to the problem and possible solutions must be created.\(^{23}\) Likewise, strategic leaders can achieve solutions and coherence with the utilization of a common language of tools, methods and practices – holistic strategy.\(^{24}\) It is these strategies that are defined as “the art of distributing and applying military force, or the threat of such action, to fulfill the ends of policy,” which require leaders to possess creative, instinctive and flexible competencies to deal with the messes of the strategic world.\(^{25}\)
As defined by the United States Army War College (USAWC), strategic leader competencies are “the knowledge, skills, attributes and capacities that enable a leader to perform his required tasks,” and are grouped into three categories: conceptual, technical and interpersonal. These competencies are similar to those needed by any leader at any level; however, the necessity to understand and make decisions in the VUCA COE requires strategic leaders to have integrative conceptual thinking skills. Additionally, as the army is a learning organization, strategic leaders need to continually expand their capacity to create the results they truly desire, nurture new and expansive patterns of thinking, collectively aspire, and build a culture where people are continually learning to see the fragments altogether. The “cornerstone of a learning organization,” is systems thinking, which is a “conceptual framework” that allows strategic leaders to “comprehend and address the whole, and to examine the interrelationship between the parts.” The end result will be a practicable conclusion which can either be the solution to the mess or in most cases, a military commander’s vision which facilitates understanding of what must be achieved. Nevertheless, in order to reach these ends and assist strategic leaders in reducing the fog and friction, means have been devised to holistically frame wicked problems of the COE.

The Means

Strategic thinking frameworks provide a shell in which to assist strategic leaders in formulating holistic strategies. Previous frameworks have concentrated on what the vicar of strategic management (and planning), Igor Ansoff, believed were analytical processes (science), or Henry Mintzberg’s view, that strategic thinking relies more on creativity and intuition (art). Today, strategists have to put “intuition and analysis in all modes of thought,” which results in intelligent memory. Intelligent memory “is like
connecting the dots to form a picture. The dots are pieces or ideas, the lines between them are your connections or associations, systems thinking. Yet, despite acknowledging the importance of systems thinking the current USAWC strategic thinking framework does not promote systems thinking as a foundational competency.

Many senior United States (US) institutional leaders and academics have said there is a need to develop better thinking skills for the COE. The USAWC approach removes the severe delineation between art and science and postulates that “strategic thinking requires both critical and creative thinking in order to be effective.” At the strategic level leaders are focused on how to posture their organizations or nations to succeed in the future. As such, they are conducting strategic thinking, which is defined by two United States Army War College (USAWC) faculty members as:

…the ability to make a creative and holistic synthesis of key factors affecting an organization and its environment in order to obtain sustainable competitive advantage and long-term success. Strategic thinking meshes anticipated requirements with future organizational capabilities to ensure the organization “wins” in the future.

As one of the six core courses at the USAWC, Strategic Thinking forms one of the competencies and skills necessary for strategic leaders to navigate the VUCA strategic environment. Recently a USAWC faculty member proposed a Strategic Thinking Framework which “delineated specific thinking skills…necessary for good strategic thinking and highlight[ed] the importance of synthesis and holistic appreciation of key factors that influence an organization and its environment,” represented in Figure 2. In addition, the author of the USAWC framework states that although “both [creative and critical thinking] are indeed important…the ability to use systems thinking to holistically assess all aspects of an organization’s internal and external key factors are what truly
This holistic view which synthesizes thinking skills and identifies "key factors that influence the organization and its environment" is supported by leading American management expert, Russell Ackoff. He believes that systems thinking is a fundamentally different means of viewing the world:

Analysis looks into things; synthesis looks out of things. Machine-Age thinking was concerned only with the interaction of the parts of the thing to be explained; systems thinking is similarly concerned, but it is additionally occupied with the interactions of that thing with other things in its environment and with its environment itself.

With that being said, it is proposed that the depiction of systems thinking in the USAWC framework is incorrect and that the overlapping clouds, which are the stated required skills for a sound strategic thinker should include systems thinking. Moreover, systems thinking needs to be depicted as foundational competency within strategic thinking as proposed in following strategic thinking framework.

Figure 2: USAWC Strategic Thinking Framework

Distinguish good strategic thinking. This holistic view which synthesizes thinking skills and identifies “key factors that influence the organization and its environment” is supported by leading American management expert, Russell Ackoff. He believes that systems thinking is a fundamentally different means of viewing the world:

Analysis looks into things; synthesis looks out of things. Machine-Age thinking was concerned only with the interaction of the parts of the thing to be explained; systems thinking is similarly concerned, but it is additionally occupied with the interactions of that thing with other things in its environment and with its environment itself.

With that being said, it is proposed that the depiction of systems thinking in the USAWC framework is incorrect and that the overlapping clouds, which are the stated required skills for a sound strategic thinker should include systems thinking. Moreover, systems thinking needs to be depicted as foundational competency within strategic thinking as proposed in following strategic thinking framework.
The Holistic Strategic Thinking Framework (HSTF) that incorporates systems thinking as a foundational concept is represented in Figure 3. As shown, systems thinking is the foundational part of strategic thinking and complementary to other thinking skills when conceptually assessing the chaos and complexity of messes in the COE. Systems thinking, within this model, provides an opportunity to ‘find out about the operational environment,’ which will be further emphasized later in this paper during the presentation of Campaign Design. Nevertheless, as with the USAWC Strategic Thinking Framework, the HSTF depicts the key factors that truly distinguish good strategic thinking. However, these factors are placed within a framework that corresponds with an individual strategic thinker. Each strategic thinker approaches a wicked problem with his own knowledge of history, culture, life experiences and ethics and values. Thus, the breadth and depth of the framework is different with each thinker. With the basis of these four key attributes a strategic thinker places the wicked problem within the VUCA
environment that is affected by time. The length of time the strategic thinker has is commensurate to the size of the oval. Other factors that affect the strategic thinker are assumptions, inferences, and points of view. Combined, they all affect the inner oval in which are nested the three critical attributes for a strategic thinker. Although it can be argued that critical thinking is the most important, it is proposed that systems thinking is a foundational attribute and the enabler to facilitating good critical thinking. The Paul and Elder critical thinking model, as represented in Figure 4, clearly highlights the

![Critical Thinking Model](image)

Figure 4: Critical Thinking Model

requirement for systems thinking in ‘clarify the concern.’ Within ‘clarify the concern’ a thinker considers all the complexities, and identifies root causes or unaddressed sub-components to ensure the problem is not framed in a manner that limits response options. Therefore, as depicted in the HSTF, a strategic leader approaches a wicked problem by first utilizing system thinking and then applying the ‘yin and yang’ of critical and creative thinking to understand the environment. As with all levels of thinking, but most importantly strategic thinking, an imperative step in looking at wicked problems is
assessment. This “assessment is the continuous monitoring and evaluation of the current situation and progress…towards mission accomplishment [vision].” This assessment results in two outputs that can be associated with statements that are similar to Operational Art and Operational Design in Joint Publication JP 5-0.51

- The current vision is adequate, no change or minor change- the current vision remains risk acceptable.
- The current vision is sound but the risk is too great
- The current vision is no longer valid thus the risk is too great

If the risk is too great, the thinker must reenter the environment through the framework (as the four attributes may have been altered over time) and relook at the system to validate the environment or establish which actors or tendencies can be changed to facilitate a new vision that is risk acceptable. Nevertheless, as with SSM, described later, systems thinking within the HSTF circle requires that a strategic thinker finds out about the situation incorporating three analyses: identifying all the relevant actors; examining important norms, values, beliefs and attitudes of the actors in the messy situation; and determining the relationships or power structures that are operative in the situation.52 The result of the three analyses is a structured map of the environment of a complex system which facilitates the ways in which strategic leaders solve problems.

The Ways

In 1949, Ludwig von Bertalanffy, an Austrian born biologist, published the first general systems theory under the German title "Zu einer allgemeinen Systemlehre [To
In 1950 Bertalanffy published "An Outline of General Systems Theory," as a result of noticing that:

...in physics, biology, psychology and social sciences no longer was acceptable to explain phenomena by reducing them to an interplay of elementary units which could be investigated independently.54

According to Dr. Russ Ackoff, it was at this time (post World War II), that we entered a critical stage of cultural change called the 'change of age.' The change of age was the first since the Renaissance and involves many contributory changes but most importantly changes in our way of thinking which was recognized by Einstein.55 Over the past 60 years, other work has been developed on systems theory. First, in the post Second World War era and into the 1960s military organizations like Bell Telephone formalized 'systems engineering' and the RAND Corporation developed ‘system analysis’ as organized forms of problem solving and decisions making.56 These were known as 'hard systems thinking’ which was:

...to define very carefully a desirable objective or need, to examine possible alternative systems which might achieve the objective and to decide among the alternatives which might achieve the objective and to decide among the alternatives, paying a great deal of attention to formulating criteria which selection is based.57

However, systems thinking is not synonymous with systems understanding or hard systems thinking, a technical competency.58 Systems understanding is an analytical method of dissecting linear problems into separate components in order to explain the inter-related behavior of the components.59 It allows a strategic leader to understand the inter-relationships of his surrounding environment and the roles and expectations of his organization within a broader international arena.60 Conversely, systems thinking can be applied as a decision making tool “aimed at finding better ways of tackling the kind of ill-structure problem situations...of human activity systems in which objectives are
multiple, ambiguous and conflicting," and is especially useful at the strategic level for strategy formulation.  

In today’s COE, more than ever, strategy formulation requires strategic leaders to scan the environment to ensure their vision is aligned between the organization’s strengths and weaknesses in order to meet their objectives. Thus strategists, in dealing with unknowns and uncertainties of the future, forecast an understanding of the systems of the strategic environment and the various dimensions of interaction in order to form a favorable future.  

Forming a favorable future or visioning is arguably the most important strategic leadership task, as articulated by USAWC faculty member, Dr. Stephen Gerras. Visioning “seeks to create a shared picture of the future” and as such, a strategic leader must first conduct a comprehensive scan of the environment to determine opportunities and risks. Furthermore, with limited time and the VUCA environment, strategic leaders have to determine what actors or elements are the most important and relevant to a specific ‘mess’ and focus their attentions and efforts in order to effectively and efficiently make a decision. The ability to identify opportunities, relationships and possibilities thereby providing a frame of reference is enhanced by using systems thinking and creating a structured map of the strategic world. However, the concept of systems thinking is not revolutionary; it is evolutionary, as the importance of “relations of organization resulting from a dynamic interaction” can be exemplified in the World War II planning of the Strategic Bombing Campaign against Germany, 1944-1945.  

The Anglo-American strategic air coalition had achieved air superiority in 1944 and was faced with the problem of understanding what the Nazi critical vulnerabilities
were that, once attacked, would quickly end the war. Prior to American involvement in the war and in response to a letter sent 9 July 1941 by President Franklin Roosevelt, the newly formed Air War Plans division created the “blueprint for the American air campaign in the approaching war with Germany.” Known as Air War Plans Division—Plan 1 (AWPD-1 later AWPD-42), highlighted the primary air objectives for a coalition air campaign. These plans were used to great effect until late 1943 when the PointBlank plan was approved which changed the entire thrust of the air campaign, successfully neutralizing the Luftwaffe prior to the initiation of Overlord. Nevertheless, by 1944, the Anglo-American strategic air coalition had differing views of what constituted critical Nazi vulnerabilities. Air Chief Marshal Sir Arthur T. ‘Bomber’ Harris believed continued destruction of infrastructure and industrial output to degrade civilian morale was the best option. Conversely, Lieutenant General Carl A. “Tooey” Spaatz believed it was time for the demise of the Luftwaffe. Lastly, British Air Chief Marshal Sir Arthur Tedder, while not directly serving within the air coalition became the most vocal proponent of attacking German logistical lines of communication, principally, railroad facilities. After much discourse and involvement by British Prime Minister Winston Churchill and Supreme Commander, US General Dwight D. Eisenhower, Tedder’s viewpoint was amalgamated with Professor Solly Zuckerman’s analysis that “attacks on supply lines would not be effective alone without [a] simultaneous ground assault,” and executed prior to D-Day. The effects of this bombing campaign combined with continued targeting of oil and infrastructure attacks were successful. The targeting of transportation lines of communications were attributed with breaking down “the exchange of vital commodities in the Reich economy, especially coal…and every form
of industrial production was in decline.⁷³ Although not specifically attributable to systems thinking, it is argued that it was Tedder’s understanding of the environment, fully discussed later in campaign design, that lead to the accelerated degradation of the Nazi military capability.⁷⁴ For Tedder had a holistic appreciation of the complex and ambiguous issues concerning the Nazi war effort and the potential second and third order effects.⁷⁵ By understanding the relationship and associations between the transportation lines of communication and industrial production (systems thinking) he was able to formulate a strategy in which forces could react, and defeat to Nazis.⁷⁶ Although not officially recognized at the time, this method of thinking about a problem was general systems theory, which was first formally recognized and published, by Ludwig von Bertalanffy in 1949.⁷⁷ Since then, systems thinking has been incorporated as a foundational conceptual competency into a number of decision making frameworks.

**Decision Making Frameworks**

The requirement to deal with wicked problems has resulted in the pursuit of decision making frameworks. These frameworks take into account strategic thinking frameworks that facilitate a vision or understanding of what must be achieved. The following are two decision making frameworks that utilize systems thinking as a foundational conceptual competency.

In the 1970 and 1980s, scholars such as Peter Checkland, Professor Emeritus at the University of Lancaster, United Kingdom, aimed at tackling what we call today VUCA problems resulted in Soft Systems Methodology (SSM).⁷⁸ SSM is defined as:

> An organized process which articulates a social learning process by structuring discussion of a problem situation, discussion being based on
models of concepts of purposeful activity (built on explicit worldviews) in order to decide on actions to improve to be taken. The methodology of SSM is a framework that incorporates four steps: Find out about the situation; Develop Root Definition(s); Model Root Definition(s); and Take Decision/Action to Improve, as represented in Figure 5. As such, it is a system of inquiry that seeks to understand complex situations. Moreover, SSM is particularly “useful at the operational level for campaign design and the strategic level for strategy formulation.” Systems thinking is a foundational introductory conceptual part of SSM. In order to ‘find out about the situation,’ three analyses are completed: Identify all the relevant stakeholders; examine the important norms, values, beliefs and attitudes of the major actors in the ‘messy situation;’ and, determine the power structures operative in the situation. The results of these analyses are “rich pictures” of the perceived world which allows a discourse to occur that is focused on “actions to improve” a wicked problem. As such, systems thinking is the foundation art within the first step of SSM (find out about the situation) and relevant throughout the learning cycle which is similar to the recently approved US Army method of campaign design.

Figure 5: SSM Learning Cycle
The US Army has emphasized the importance of problem solving and decision making and has incorporated it into their Field Manuals.\textsuperscript{85} Although the US Army clearly states that “not all problems require lengthy analysis to solve,” they do recognize that a problem’s complexity dictates the amount of analysis. The US Army submits that critical reasoning (thinking) is “an essential leader skill and is a central aspect of decision making.”\textsuperscript{86} Likewise, it is the “key to understanding situations, finding causes, arriving at justifiable conclusions, making good judgments and learning from experience.”\textsuperscript{87} The US Army has also included creative thinking within doctrinal publications. It identifies that some situations may require leaders to “apply imagination, [which is] a departure from the old way of doing things.”\textsuperscript{88} Combined, critical and creative thinking formulate a methodology that develops a systemic understanding of the [contemporary] operating environment that can involve multiples units, services, multinational forces or other instruments of national power.\textsuperscript{89} This methodology is design, which is a method “for applying critical and creative thinking to understand, visualize, and describe complex, ill-structured [wicked] problems and develop approaches to solve them.”\textsuperscript{90} Although not specifically articulated, systems thinking is foundational throughout this methodology.

Design is “command-driven, drawing on experience, judgment, knowledge, and intuition of the commander [strategic leader]…that is based on critical and creative thinking.”\textsuperscript{91} As a non process-oriented art it assists commanders’ ability to visualize the environment.\textsuperscript{92} Moreover, “comprehending the operational environment in design requires conceptualizing the environment as a system.”\textsuperscript{93} The fundamentals of design are: apply critical thinking, understand the operational environment, solve the problem, adapt to dynamic conditions, and achieve the designated goal.\textsuperscript{94} As a continuous,
iterative and cognitive methodology, design constitutes an organizational learning methodology which corresponds to three basic questions that must be answered in order to produce an actionable design concept represented in Figure 6:95

- Framing the operational environment (What is the context in which design will be applied?)
- Framing the problem (What problem is the design intended to solve?)
- Considering operational approaches (What broad, general approach will solve the problem?)

![Diagram of Design Methodology](image)

**Figure 6: The Design Methodology**

Similar to SSM, this author proposes that systems thinking is a foundational conceptual part of design and must be completed while framing the problem within the design methodology in order to allow a strategic leader to achieve a thorough understanding of a wicked problem.

According to the Department of the Army Field Manual (FM) 5-0, *The Operations Process*, framing the operational environment involves selecting, organizing,
interpreting and making sense of a complex reality in order to define the dynamic relationships that give form and context to the situation. To accomplish this, strategic leaders, in concert with staff, capture a narrative and graphic description of the history, current state, and future goals of relevant actors in the operational environment. As indicated in the Army Stakeholder mess, relevant actors may include states, governments, international actors, corporations, and regional groupings. They may also include alliances, terrorist networks, criminal organization, cartels, and nongovernmental organizations. As stated in FM 5-0 “a diagram [system] illustrating relevant actor’s relationship is a valuable tool for understanding and visualizing the operational environment.” Thus, systems thinking is a foundational competency in the concept of design. Developing a thorough understanding of a wicked problem utilizing a diagram of the operational system with a complementary narrative, which FM 5-0 describes as an environmental frame, allows strategic leaders to better understand the context of the COE.

To demonstrate how systems thinking is incorporated as a foundational competency in design, an example of an environmental frame is represented in Figure 7. This environmental frame deals with the wicked problem of whom strategic leaders
externally communicate with in order “to increase ‘buy-in,’ prevent resistance, and help with unexpected reactions throughout the policy process.” It identifies the challenges associated with strategic communications and enables an examination of the relevant stakeholders (actors) that have an interest with, or influence over, the United States Army. It must be identified that each one of the key stakeholders in the system are of themselves mini systems and can be further broken into actors that each have influences on the system. Nevertheless, by mapping the system it becomes clear that it is ‘Decision makers’ that are the key stakeholders with whom strategic military leaders communicate. To some, this thought would be logical without an environmental frame, however, if the Army is determining the most effective and efficient manner to communicate with the stakeholders, it is evident, by using the system map, that a key stakeholder is the Business and Social sector. It is this stakeholder that should be closely managed and kept satisfied as it has influence and interest within the entire
stakeholder environment. Thus, the system map provides a holistic picture of the stakeholders and enables strategic leaders to conceptually focus their efforts on the most relevant actors. In turn allowing strategic leaders to devise strategies for their organizations, emphasized in the above description of US Army methodology of design.

Conclusion

Today’s strategic leaders operate in a COE that is defined as VUCA. The VUCA environment consists of messes that cause friction and fog and affect the ways strategic leaders think and make decisions. Although foundational leader competencies vary little from one leadership level to the next, the necessity for strategic leaders to have integrative conceptual thinking skills is paramount in leading their organizations in the chaotic non-linear environment. This search for a strategy that will provide an understanding of the COE and facilitate understanding of what must be achieved (the ends), is ever more important as the majority of problems today have transformed from tame to wicked problems. A holistic strategic thinking framework has been proposed by a USAWC faculty member, as the means, to assist in this task. Despite explicitly stating that “systems thinking truly distinguishes good strategic thinking” the framework falls short in stating and displaying it as a foundational concept. As proposed by a new model, HSTF, placing systems thinking as a foundational element of strategic thinking allows a leader to better assess the situation. Moreover, complex systems theory (the ways), identifies opportunities, relationships and possibilities, which is enhanced by using systems thinking and creating a structured map systems whose parts can evolve and adapt to a changing environment. Yet, this method of strategy formulation and visioning has evolved over 60 years of thought and is evident in historical examples such as the strategic bombing of Germany by the Allies in 1944. Today, two decision
making frameworks incorporate systems thinking as a foundational concept. First, SSM is a continuous, iterative and cognitive methodology that enables a strategic leader too intuitively and analytically (holistically) ‘connecting the dots.’ Second, design accounts for the complex and chaotic nature of the COE by seeking a holistic strategy to solve wicked problems. It is this analysis of the specific situation that provides a visual map of relevant actors and provides their respective relationships and structures. The result is a holistic understanding of the environment which facilitates quality strategic leadership thinking when devising strategies and thus benefiting the entire organization. Systems thinking is a foundational art in strategic thinking, as represented in Figure 8. It allows strategic leaders to holistically appreciate and interpret the chaos and complexity of a given environment by recognizing the cause and effect relationships of its respective actors. Furthermore, systems thinking should be a foundation in a strategic thinking framework as outlined in the HSTF. For as Albert Einstein once said, “You cannot solve problems with the same level of consciousness that created them.”

Figure 8: Holistic Strategic Thinking Framework (HSTF)
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